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One of my favorite things – sitting quietly with my Bible & waiting for God to tell me what He wants me to
study today. Sometimes I hear page numbers. Other times I get the leading to simply open my Bible. Both
times, I’ll run my hand down the page with my eyes closed, because I want to know the verse that is supposed
to stand out. Where the page feels warm, there I stop to read. Other times I receive a specific Bible verse to
turn to…but that is a rare occurrence. More often, a subject raises a verse I’ve just read, or a realization that a
prophecy I’d just read was fulfilled. Sometimes He’ll make a point of something I MUST realize, & give me
several similar verses from the “close my eyes & open the Bible” exercises!
Today, the warmth revealed Amos 3:7. I’d already circled it at some time in the past few months, likely
because I saw it after I’d spent a lot of time trying to redirect people to Jesus’ prophecy of the time of the end
in Matthew 24 (the chapter that he gave me on three different days in THREE different ways. That’s when I
knew it was time to start making sure that people understood, “It is almost midnight!”
I am still learning, as someone asked me what I meant about not wanting to go to heaven without even one
person he has in His heart being there, too - & I realized that not everything I refer to will be understood by
someone who’s not walked in my shoes & realized why so many of you add the Bible verses to your posts! I’ll
be adding verses as I go, too!
Some of you might wonder if the prophecies you see, hear, or dream count even if someone doesn’t respond.
Yes, they do.
Amos 3:7 (NIV) Surely the Sovereign Lord does nothing without
revealing his plan to his servants the prophets.

You see…not every prophecy is for the specific people reading it. It’s like reading the Bible & seeing a verse
you’ve read hundreds of times jump out at you, because you had a life experience that makes THAT verse
relevant.
What you are able to do, when YOU see His prophecy fulfilled, is make reference to it. Don’t give up. Don’t
say to yourself, “well, God already put it in the Bible, so why should I worry about what I heard?”
Because He wants to highlight it, & make sure more people are aware of it. Reference what is going
on around you, if it is a prophecy tied up in current events (versus an “act of God”). Ask other people
to help make it clearer for you…some have life experiences that can amplify your message. The more
we can tie in our personal experiences in life to the Bible, the wiser we’ll all be.
And… lots of people are just interested. Let them read, knowing Jonathan has placed an excellent search
function in his blog – they’ll find it again.
Remember to reference the Word…because ultimately, those who read may have a special experience with
Him because they read your dream/vision or comment!
They may forever remember the DAY Jesus walked in at their invitation…I know I do. Blessings to you.

